ESCoE Publication Series

Submission Guidelines

REMIT
The ESCoE Publication Series is a repository for papers concerned with best practice economic statistics and measurement. The Series aims to facilitate knowledge transfer and the sharing of best practice in economic measurement and statistics, thereby encouraging international collaboration between researchers and acting as a point of reference for research and development of economic statistics relevant for the modern economy. The Series may include papers that contain early results with the aim that this will generate discussion. Papers are published throughout the year.

The Series comprises three types of papers:

Discussion Papers are research papers concerned with new methods of measurement in the modern economy, using advanced methods from economic theory, econometrics, mathematics and statistics to explore novel uses of data and to aid the development of economic statistics.

Technical Reports are primarily a resource for best practice in economic statistics.

Occasional Papers engage with and debate issues of current interest and concern relevant to economic statistics and measurement of the modern economy.

SUBMISSIONS
The ESCoE welcomes and encourages submissions to its Publication Series that are relevant to the ESCoE and its remit. We encourage submissions from our Research Associates as well as academics and practitioners from elsewhere, particularly those who have participated in our events and conferences.

Submission to the Publication Series should be made in word or pdf format to info@escoe.ac.uk. On receipt the paper will be allocated to an ESCoE Editor. The ESCoE Leadership Executive, along with occasional guest editors, form the Editorial team.

REVIEW PROCESS
ESCoE Research Associates: submissions will be allocated to an Editor who will make a decision. If the paper is outside their field of expertise, they may seek advice from an alternative reviewer.

External authors: submissions will be allocated to an Editor who will select an ESCoE Research Associate or external academic in the field to act as referee for the paper. This referee will be asked to give an opinion of suitability of the paper for inclusion in terms of topic, format and relevance. Authors may suggest a referee when submitting their paper.

All submissions are sent to the Office for National Statistics (ONS) one week in advance of publication.

EDITORIAL POLICY
Editorial policy is deliberately light touch to encourage comment and discussion and to allow scope to support or challenge existing orthodoxies.
Any views expressed in the ESCoE Publication Series are solely those of the author(s) and do not represent those of ESCoE, its partner institutions or the ONS.